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A practical guide to bioremediation: natural techniques that are proven to heal land damaged

by pollution. In the United States and Canada alone, millions of acres have been contaminated

by pesticides, chemicals, dirty energy projects, toxic waste, and other pollutants. Conventional

clean-up techniques are expensive and resource-intensive and can cause further damage.

Communities find themselves increasingly unable to rely on the same companies and

governments that created the problems to step in and provide solutions. Packed with valuable

information from visionaries in the field of bioremediation, Earth Repair empowers individuals

to heal contaminated and damaged land. It encompasses everything from remediating and

regenerating abandoned city lots for urban farmers and gardeners, to recovering from

environmental disasters and industrial catastrophes such as oil spills and nuclear fallout. This

fertile toolbox covers various remediation methods including:· Microbial remediation: using

microorganisms to break down and bind contaminants· Phytoremediation: using plants to

extract, bind, and transform toxins· Mycoremediation: using fungi to clean up contaminated

soil and water



Praise forEarth RepairThe real and imagined consequences of contaminated soil and water

have been some of the greatest impediments to restoration of urban wastelands for food

production. Leila Darwish combines the experience of the pioneer activists and innovators with

the expertise and knowledge of remediation professionals to create an empowering guide for

the large numbers of citizens looking for guidance on this issue.Earth Repair includes enough

technical detail and explanation to get most readers up to speed on the subject. The case

studies provide empowering examples of how low cost remediation techniques that reflect

permaculture design principles can be used to enhance community resilience and advance

social justice.In the energy descent future, many more people will be growing food on

contaminated land; out of necessity! Earth Repair offers the hope that this can be done without

fear of further eroding health and well being.—David Holmgren, co-originator of permaculture

and author, Permaculture: Principles and Pathways Beyond SustainabilityEarth Repair, what a

brilliant and useful book! Leila Darwish & New Society have brought forth a book for people

who will not wait around to heal the world. With a broad and deep view of the historical

dynamics of thoughtless upheaval and waste, Earth Repair provides thorough, local-action

strategies that communities, with or without resources, can undertake to remediate their

damaged landscapes. In accessible language, this book explains how to deal with a serious

local issue while also shining light on where to go to deal with the source!—Mark Lakeman,

cofounder, The City Repair Project, communitecture, and the Planet Repair InstituteEarth

Repair is a fantastic introduction to grassroots bioremediation — an indispensible guide for

citizen scientists, permaculturists, and ecological justice activists wanting to proactively

address the legacy of environmental pollution which we’ve inherited from our industrial

civilization. Within is a highly accessible toolkit of techniques and skills usable by the average

person, empowering them to safely destroy or immobilize common contaminants by partnering

with familiar biological allies such as microbes, worms, fungi, and plants. As we transition into a

sustainable society, this book will be a key text, critical for informing communities in the

process of de-toxifying our planet.—Scott Kellogg, educational director of the Radix Ecological

Sustainability Center and author, Toolbox for Sustainable City Living – A Do-It-Ourselves

Guide.We are an odd, almost unique, creature that soils its own nest. As we’ve become more

industrially and technologically muscular, our soiling has penetrated into the heart of Earth’s

systems, where we now pile our filth upon genetics, delicate geochemical balances, and

climate. We have destabilized nature, and we won’t find a way out the same way we came in.

Darwish’s good news is that nature WANTS to heal, and even knows how. We just have to use

the tools she gives us.—Albert Bates, author, The Post-Petroleum Survival Guide and Biochar:
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to amaze me.Introduction: ManualfestoLet the beauty we love be what we do. There are

hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the ground.— RumiFROM THE CONTAMINATED SOIL IN

BACKYARDS, community gardens and vacant urban lots to brownfields, big oil spills and

nuclear accidents, how can we transform toxic and damaged landscapes into thriving,

nourishing and fertile places once more? How can we respond to environmental disasters in

radical, accessible and community-empowering ways?Earth Repair is a grassroots tool kit. It

explores some of the visionary and practical tools for healing and regenerating damaged

ecosystems — and the powerful and fertile work of reclaiming resilience and hope in our

communities. It is an introduction to the dynamic and evolving field of earth repair and

grassroots bioremediation. The ideas explored in this book seek to empower and support the

work many of us do everyday to grow healthy food and medicine amidst the polluted and

damaged soils of our backyard gardens, community commons and wild lands. Earth Repair

also seeks to support the efforts of emergency first responders, community members and

grassroots bioremediators on the front line of oil spills and other industrial accidents whose

toxic legacies lay siege to our health and the health of the lands that sustain us.There is so

much potential for this work, if done right, to jump the gap from novel ideas into life-



transforming community practices. To move past the narrow conversation on sustainability into

the powerful territories of regeneration and resurgence! To speak to people’s fears and

transform despair into hope, apathy into action. To ensure that no community is reduced to

drinking bottled water because their rivers and groundwater have been poisoned, and that no

living being has to suffer tragic health impacts because their air, soil and food have been

contaminated.This is the spirit behind this book on earth repair. It permeates everything from

the simplicity of building compost or planting sunflowers to bind and breakdown contamination,

to the more difficult work of responding to environmental catastrophe and engaging in the

fierce resistance work it takes to change the rules of the game so that such catastrophes never

happen in the first place.Many of us have yet to see the work of grassroots bioremediation

done in our communities. Maybe we’ve heard stories or been to a workshop where we’ve

learned that mushrooms can clean up oil spills and plants can suck up heavy metals. But when

faced with wounded and contaminated spaces or environmental disasters, we often have no

idea how to translate the myths and legends of regenerative solutions into living realities. The

stories, ideas, recipes and tools shared in Earth Repair are powerful offerings from the many

community responders, permaculture healers, grassroots bioremediators and environmental

restoration workers who are attending to post-disaster landscapes. By reconnecting with living

beings, living cycles and the living earth, they are bringing life back to city lots, backyards and

our damaged wild spaces and hearts.The information and stories presented in Earth Repair

are just a small taste of the vast field of fertile knowledge waiting to be explored and engaged.

May it inspire you to initiate and support all those great projects, big and small, that will repair,

reconnect, revitalize, regenerate and re-wild the many broken and poisoned landscapes in

which we live.CHAPTER 1Roots of Repair: Decolonization and Environmental JusticeBEFORE

LAUNCHING INTO THE WILD WORLD OF EARTH REPAIR and grassroots bioremediation, I

would like to take a moment to address the intersection of decolonization, environmental

justice and earth repair. As many of us are seeking to heal the lands we call home, we must

recognize that these lands were stolen from Indigenous peoples and devastated through acts

of colonization. If you are not indigenous to these lands, then you are participating in and

benefiting from an ongoing crime against the people of these original nations. Though we

cannot choose where we are positioned at birth, how we relate to that positioning is absolutely

critical in addressing and challenging historical and current injustices. We have a lot of work to

do in taking responsibility for these injustices and ensuring they do not continue. We must find

honorable and meaningful ways to move forward that repair our relationships with each other

and the land. As the author of Earth Repair, I feel that it is critical to acknowledge this reality

and to ask that you keep it in mind as you carry the information within this book out onto the

lands beneath your feet.These lands not only bear the wounds of an industrial war waged upon

their forests, rivers, meadows and mountains, but also the deep painful history and ongoing

practice of colonization with its continued disrespect, violence, occupation and environmental

destruction forced upon Indigenous peoples. The Indigenous peoples who traditionally tended

these lands and the many who continue to do so never willingly gave up their lands. They have

been forced from them so that ports, forts, malls, housing developments, roads, farms, public

gardens, golf courses, car dealerships, schools, office towers, mines, dams and pipelines could

erase and bury the vibrant life-support systems and strong communities that existed here

previously.One of the ways that colonialism seeps into the everyday work of earth repair is

through the dark legacy and enduring tradition of environmental racism. Indigenous

communities, people of color and low income neighborhoods are all too often sites targeted for

heavy industry, military bases, waste dumps and higher levels of pollution. People in these



communities suffer more health and environmental impacts than their affluent, predominantly

white neighbors. Whatever laws, agreements and regulations that may be present to challenge

such injustices are often ignored and violated by corporations and governments. When it

comes to recovering from environmental disasters and industrial accidents, these communities

often receive little notification, support or effective cleanup, if any at all. This reality also applies

to poorer countries, which have been traditionally used as dumping grounds, and whose rich

environments have been exploited and destroyed by wealthier countries and their

corporations.What does this look like on the ground? Massive tar sands mines that are

poisoning the world’s third largest watershed and the traditional territiories and communities of

the Cree and Dene peoples. Health impacts suffered by the Aamjiwnaang First Nation

community which is surrounded by the many refineries of Chemical Valley in Sarnia, home to

Canada’s largest cluster of chemical, allied manufacturing and research and development

facilities. Low income and/or racialized urban neighborhoods whose homes, schools and

gardens sit atop contaminated soils or in the midst of heavy industry. The list goes on. Though

some folks like myself can simply relocate to cleaner and healthier living spaces, many people

cannot, due to economic circumstances as well as community, cultural and historical

connections and responsibilities that hold them to these very places. In these realities,

environmental destruction, tragic health impacts, oppression and social justice all collide, which

is why some folks do the work of earth repair for the love of the planet, some for the love of

their loved ones and community and many for both.The practice of earth repair not only

involves detoxifying and revitalizing the land by working with plants, mushrooms and

microorganisms; it must also include the powerful work of decolonization that seeks to deeply

repair and enliven both the ecosystems and the communities that support thriving natural

systems.So as you consider initiating and engaging in earth repair and grassroots

bioremediation work, acknowledge, respect and honor the original stewards of these lands and

their indigenous rights, life practices, knowledge, resistance and sovereignty. Ask permission

for the earth work you are about to do.Find out who your ancestors are, where your people

come from, the ways they cared for and honored their ancestral lands and at what point this

relationship was lost or destroyed. Try to see the land around you with new eyes, the kind that

can see beyond the grid systems, megaprojects, dams, fields of monocultures and urban

jungles. Take the initiative and responsibility for educating yourself on the buried and hidden

stories of the lands you call home and the peoples you share them with. Acknowledge and

actively work to challenge the power inbalances and destructive ideologies that have created

situations whereby the ability for many different peoples and communities to be healthy, have

right livelihoods and live in positive relationship to Earth have been severely compromised.

Challenge the capitalist culture that sees the Earth and its living beings as something to be

owned, commodified and destroyed for profit, and do not replicate it in the earth work that you

do.Finally, ask yourself how you will meaningfully undertake the deep and life-altering work of

decolonization and the powerful solidarity and resistance work which it requires. We must

challenge the voracious colonial processes that created and continue to create such damage

in the first place. Because without that, your healing work for this planet will only be superficial

and shortlived at best.CHAPTER 2Earth Repair and Grassroots BioremediationMOST OF

EARTH REPAIR will focus on grassroots bioremediation, but it’s important to remember that

bioremediation is part of a much larger practice of earth repair, earth care and right relation.

There are many other tools and practices that fall under the broad and deep scope of earth

repair. In this book, we are just scratching the surface, focusing on a few tools for cleaning up

contamination, tools that also renew and regenerate damaged landscapes.Bioremediation



works with living systems to detoxify contaminated environments. It includes microbial

remediation (engaging the healing power of microorganisms like bacteria and fungi),

phytoremediation (engaging the healing power of plants) and mycoremediation (engaging the

healing power of mushrooms) to heal contaminated and damaged lands and waters.To me,

true grassroots bioremediation and earth repair aspire to the following: community accessibility

and affordability working with nature to assist in its healing DIY (do it yourself) remediation,

restoration and regeneration techniques that are high impact, low input, non-toxic, simple and

easy to replicate prioritizing deep ecological healing and community justice as the motivating

force embedding the skills and necessary infrastructure in our communities, especially

communities most at risk for environmental disasters and contamination issues applying whole

systems, multi-kingdom, multi-species, multi-tool approaches honoring local knowledge, local

resources and engaging local decision-making empowering people to directly respond to their

circumstances and crises in ways that increase their knowledge and self-determination and

result in real improvements for the planet and their communities avoiding externalizing the

problem whenever possible challenging and actively resisting the privatization and corporate

ownership of solutions, spaces and living beings engaging in the powerful preventative

medicine of resistance through grassroots organizing and mobilizing to stop destructive

projects from going ahead acknowledging that it takes a community to make an earth repair

project successful and seeking to build and maintain respectful relationships and trust with our

many living earth repair allies (bacteria, plants, fungi, animals, people, ecosystems).Grassroots

bioremediation and earth repair mean choosing our interventions wisely, observing nature,

learning and drawing inspiration from its brilliant design. They involve figuring out how to

restore cycles and natural processes that have been interrupted, and working with nature’s

own healing mechanisms to organically and holistically restore wellness to a site. This work is

not about being dogmatically attached to a specific tool or method. The true grassroots

bioremediator is not someone who believes that mushrooms will save the world and wants to

apply them to every situation. Instead such a healer is willing to consider that we have many

tools at our disposal, that a lot of these tools work best in concert or in succession and that the

environmental conditions of the sites we are working with may favor one tool over another.

There is no one-size-fits-all approach.This way of doing earth repair does not make much profit

for industry. Its implementation pays off over time. Earth repair also doesn’t cover up and hide

the problem quickly enough to save public relations face or to get a speedy stamp of approval

so that the problem is all wrapped up and companies can move on. Unlike most conventional

remediation that treats the symptoms, patents the “cures” and profits from the lack of

ecological health, earth repair methods seek the roots of the illness and act in ways that

restore overall health and balance to these natural systems. These methods require frequent

and lighter interventions over a longer period of time. These tools for repair and regeneration

are not tools fashioned from the same industrial paradigm that created the problem in the first

place. Unlike the chemicals and heavy machinery used in conventional remediation, you are

working with living beings to restore life and health to other living beings. This is complex work

that can be hard to control and hard to command with the quickness often required for disaster

response.These different microbes, plants and mushrooms grow differently in different soils,

microclimates and in the presence of different contaminants. Therefore applications need to be

tailored to specific site characteristics and conditions, making it challenging to have ready-to-

go stock on hand. Some of these living beings are more sensitive than others, and you will

have to coax and care for them in order to get them to the point where their healing powers are

unleashed. In a way, you may have to become bacteria, plant and mushroom whisperers, and



those of us who combine that care with a skillful and detail-oriented approach will be the most

successful at this work.Conventional RemediationConventional remediation refers to the many

ways that industry and government are approaching the removal of harmful chemicals and

metals from contaminated sites, specifically looking at how they repair or “clean up”

contaminated soil and water. Though I have some criticisms of how conventional remediation is

done, it is important to recognize that there are situations where it can achieve strong results,

some that may not be achievable by grassroots bioremediation, due to the extent and extreme

nature of the destruction caused by the industrial system.Both conventional and grassroots

remediation have their blind spots. Some grassroots bioremediators can be blissfully

overconfident about the healing power of nature without understanding the nature of

contamination on a site. Some conventional remediation professionals can possess an

overconfidence in using technology, chemistry and engineering-based solutions that do not

work with the innate ecological intelligence of the land or the people who reside most closely to

it; they can fail horribly at restoring the ecological integrity of a site. With the almighty dollar,

public relations and government regulations as primary drivers in most cases, solutions and

treatments are often selected based on their cheapness and expediency, leading to more of an

excavate, cover and bury approach to cleanup.That said, it is important to build relationships

with key allies in this line of work. Many folks working in conventional remediation are in it to do

good work and are equally unsatisfied with the outcomes and compromises they are forced to

make by the corporations who call the shots. They have a lot of experience working with

extensively damaged land and big projects, and this important knowledge and skills could be

helpful to increasing the effectiveness of grassroots bioremediation efforts.In Appendix 2, you

will find descriptions of different conventional remediation technologies. I highly recommend

you familiarize yourself with them. As a grassroots bioremediator or as anyone living in a

community dealing with contamination, it is important to know what technologies and tools are

currently being applied to cleaning up contaminated sites and what their impacts truly

are.Grassroots Bioremediation Reality CheckWhen I set out to write Earth Repair, I wanted to

compile a how-to guide of empowering, accessible and holistic tools to help clean up the mess

that’s been made of this beautiful place we call home. The reality may be that we just aren’t

there yet. These tools are still being developed and honed; many of them are facing resistance

and inertia from governments, industry and some professionals, which is further delaying their

growth and ability to succeed. In order to be effective at this work, it is important to know what

are some of the barriers you may face in doing grassroots bioremediation.Barriers to

Community-Based BioremediationBY SCOTT KELLOGGThe urban gardener is in regular

physical contact with soil, breathing its dust and eating foods grown from it. Few others have

such an intimate relationship with city soils, a resource that is seen by most others as

something that only serves as a foundation for buildings and roads. Logically then, gardeners

are concerned with soil contamination issues and are looking for simple and low-cost means to

address them.For a number of years now, urban gardeners and their supporting organizations

have been aware of the concept of bioremediation. Bioremediation’s use of naturally occurring

organisms, apparent affordability and minimal disturbance to soils all add to its attractiveness.

The idea of partnering with life-forms such as bacteria, plants, worms and fungi (all of whom

gardeners are already familiar with) greatly adds to its appeal. Numerous scientific studies

have been conducted that support bioremediation’s effectiveness — there’s no question that

given the right circumstances, these organisms have the potential to degrade, immobilize or

sequester a variety of contaminants. Bioremediation would appear to be an ideal and elegant

solution to issues of soil toxicity. Why then, have bioremediation techniques not yet been put



into use broadly as a means to remediate contaminated soils in urban gardens? Why are we

not seeing citizen groups applying the tools of bioremediation and publishing their results?

These are questions that I have been asking for a number of years in my work designing

ecologically and socially regenerative systems in urban environments. In 2004, the Rhizome

Collective, an organization that I co-founded in Austin, Texas, received a $200,000 grant from

the US Environmental Protection Agency to clean up a brownfield site located in the city. This

cleanup primarily involved removal of tons of trash and debris — a twisted mountain of

concrete, rebar, wood scraps, tires and carpet scraps — from a former illegal dumping site.

Although levels of organic and heavy metal pollutants on the site met residential standards,

concerns remained about the safety of gardening there, post-cleanup.Unfortunately, funding in

the grant would not cover the cost of soil remediation. Shortly afterwards, I was part of an effort

to establish a community-based bioremediation plan in post-Katrina New Orleans to help

address residual hydrocarbon contamination left behind from the storm. Compost teas were

applied to areas known to be affected by pollutants. While the program received donations of

services from soil testing labs, the funds were insufficient to carry out a properly managed

remediation program on the scale that was necessary.The barriers to community-based

bioremediation are many. One such obstacle is that there is still a great deal of mystique,

particularly to the less scientifically literate, surrounding bioremediation and its processes. This

lack of understanding can make bioremediation an intimidating prospect to many. The vast

majority of literature concerning bioremediation exists in scientific journals, written in a dry

academic style that is close to unreadable by the layperson. The bulk of these studies are

conducted in highly controlled, sterile laboratory conditions, incredibly different from the

diverse, heterogeneous and competitive ecologies that exist in a garden environment.In order

for this boundary to be spanned, a few individuals that are scientifically literate will need to

wade through the journals and distill a series of guiding principles and best practices usable by

the average gardener. From there, a push needs to made from within and outside of academic

institutions to conduct a greater number of field-based trials, where proven bioremediation

techniques are put to the test in real-world conditions. Emphasis needs to be placed on

techniques that are simple, affordable and that make use of commonly available biological

agents. The focus of these studies should be on the top 12 inches of soil, the zone in which the

majority of urban gardeners are active. Partnerships between citizen groups and academic

institutions are vital, as universities have access to technological resources that gardeners are

commonly lacking but are necessary to conduct such trials.Cost is another significant barrier to

implementing bioremediation techniques. While bioremediation is relatively inexpensive,

especially when compared to more intensive means of conventional remediation, its use still

requires some expenses, particularly when soil testing is involved.For example, spreading

spent mushroom substrate over an oil spill could conceivably be done for little or no cost.

Testing the contaminated soil, however, to be sure that the total petroleum hydrocarbons have

been reduced to safe levels can be prohibitively expensive — potentially hundreds or

thousands of dollars. While the spent substrate application may have been successful in

degrading the oil, without verifiable data to prove its effectiveness it is difficult to get the

support needed to replicate the process on a broad scale.Governmental agencies ideally

would play a role in funding citizen-based cleanups, although they have done very little to date.

Most of the government funds that exist for brownfield remediation go to large-scale

developers, who are primarily interested in meeting regulatory obligations as quickly as

possible. These developers typically favor a “dig and dump” approach to soil remediation,

rather than dealing with the longer time scale and other uncertainties that can accompany



bioremediation. Additionally, many governmental agencies charged with environmental

protection are reluctant to work with citizen groups, fearing liability were something to go

wrong. Consequently, governmental agencies are commonly unfamiliar with small-scale

bioremediation. It is my belief that it is very much in the interest of government agencies to

alter this policy. As interest in community gardening increases, so will the number of people

wanting to partake in soil remediation. These people are going to attempt remediation, whether

or not they receive assistance from agencies. Therefore, it makes sense for agencies to offer

some form of guidance or assistance so that people do not put themselves in harm’s way.Part

of this work would be developing a solid method of risk analysis for exposure to soil toxins.

Currently, no such framework exists. It is important to be able to answer important questions

like “what is the danger of being exposed to a particular contaminant in the soil, and further,

what is the danger of that being taken up into a plant and being passed into my body?” These

aspects of risk need to be weighed against all the benefits of gardening, such as improved

nutrition, physical exercise and enhanced community relationships. Developing such a

framework is a multi-disciplinary task, involving the fields of ecology, toxicology, public health

and medicine.Developing a protocol for qualitative soil analysis is another innovation that could

reduce the cost of bioremediation. It may be possible to create a method for assessing the

quality of soils using what are called bioassays. An example of a bioassay would be testing

seed germination rates in soils with known levels of toxicity. Using this information, it could be

possible to determine contaminant levels in soils using only plant seeds, potentially cutting the

cost of soil testing dramatically.Bioremediation holds great promise for urban gardeners as a

tool for achieving improved soil health. Hopefully, in time and with the cooperation of

institutional entities, it can go from being an experimental technique to a broadly utilized

strategy.Scott Kellogg is the educational director of the Radix Ecological Sustainability Center

in Albany, New York () and author of the book Toolbox for Sustainable City Living.1 He has

recently completed a Masters degree in Environmental Science from Johns Hopkins University,

where he wrote his thesis on the topic of low-intensity, community-based bioremediation

techniques.Before we dive in to the how-to section of the book, there are a few disclaimers and

words of caution to be shared.The Importance of SafetyYour personal safety and that of the

people you are working with is incredibly important. Depending on what sort of earth repair and

grassroots bioremediation work you are doing, you could be putting yourself in a dangerous

situation with potential health risks that could impact your life and the lives of those in the

community around you.A lot of government agencies and professionals discourage community

folks from doing this work; they may be genuinely concerned for your well-being and do not

believe that you are properly prepared and aware of how to handle such a situation. They do

not want folks running into dangerous situations ill-prepared, and this is a legitimate concern

and one that you should take seriously.Your health is important and is as important as this

work; besides this work is a lot harder to do if you are unwell. Take the proper safety measures.

Wear protective gear if you can. There is more information about what that is later in Earth

Repair. If you do not know what the risk level is or what you can do to protect yourself, do some

research or ask a trustworthy professional. Though be suspect when asking the corporations

that caused the problem, as they have a history of downplaying risks and not properly

protecting community folks.Just to be clear — this isn’t always high-risk work. It depends on the

degree and type of contamination of the site or the nature of the spill you are working with.

Please err on the side of caution.Empowerment and RecklessnessCo-founder of the Rhizome

Collective Scott Kellogg warned me about what he called the fine line between empowerment

and recklessness when it comes to grassroots bioremediation. Yes it is important to empower



folks to get out there to effectively engage in cleaning up, restoring contaminated land and

responding to environmental disasters. But we also have to be mindful of getting them all riled

up to engage in situations that may be beyond their scope of expertise and present dangerous

risks to their health and the community around them. Furthermore, if folks enter into this work

on false promises of quick successes and simple solutions, when they face the more complex

and messy realities on the ground they will be more likely to give up instead of rolling up their

sleeves and shouldering forward.The truth of grassroots remediation is that it is a far cry from

the instant promises of flashy green solutions. Nor is it properly represented in the serene

stories of sunflower fields, bubbly brews of compost teas and oil-eating mushrooms.

Mushrooms eat oil and help us repair damaged landscapes. It is absolutely correct that

microorganisms and some plants can break down chemicals and bind heavy metals. They

have always done this powerful work for the planet; it is an essential role they play in the

symphony of life and the chaos of catastrophe. But it’s just not as quick or simple as some folks

make it out to be.We are working with landscapes and sites that have suffered for a long time,

and the pollutants you are working to clean up and the damage you are trying to heal have

built up over decades and will not vanish overnight. There is no solution in the remediator’s

toolbox that can offer that quick fix. Though conventional remediation may offer a few, they are

only temporary fixes that clean up one area by shuffling around the contamination to another

sacrifice zone, landfill or incinerator. There is no perfect or pure solution, and there are many

compromises that we will have to make in this work. That is just the way it is given the nature of

the damage we may be dealing with.We are also working within a system that often does not

respect or encourage the work of grassroots bioremediators (though there are many allies and

some places where the system and mainstream power players are experimenting and

engaging with this work). You will likely be discouraged from doing it, or at the very least have

to jump through many hoops to prove yourself, your project and your plans. Embrace this and

use it as an opportunity to make your work better and to clear the trail for those who will follow

you.Be bold but don’t be arrogant and underestimate the work involved. Invoke temperance

and humility, and ask for help when you don’t know what you are doing. Be willing to accept

your mistakes and adapt your approach and systems. Create a culture of openness so that we

can figure out what is working and what isn’t, enabling us to learn from each other’s successes

and mistakes. Start small and make incremental changes, taking time to observe and allow for

room to adapt and shift. If you work in this way, you will have less of a mess to clean up if

things go awry.My ExpertiseI am not a remediation professional. I have never worked for any

remediation company, been a clean-up worker on an oil spill or remediated a piece of

contaminated land. I am on the same learning journey as many of you are and am doing my

best to figure out the path. I do so from a place of passion, and with as much awareness for the

necessary precautions as I can, given my lack of professional exposure or formal training in

this field. My background is in community organizing and environmental issues, permaculture,

organic agriculture and herbal medicine. I have an undergraduate degree in Environmental

Sciences, which exposed me to some soil science, hydrology and land reclamation, but

definitely not enough to be an expert.A lot of the information in Earth Repair therefore comes

from interviews I have done with folks who are doing this work in the field, as well as papers

and articles I have found. So the information provided is from the experiences of others; I can’t

promise it will always hold up to be true or effective. As we figure out new and better ways to

do things on the ground by attempting the many different forms of earth repair, and as experts

open up to sharing more of what they know with the grassroots, I hope that the information

provided in this book will be quickly improved by the contributions of others.Skilling Up to Scale



UpThere is so much that we need to learn in order to do this work effectively. We will not

become experts overnight, especially if we are too intimidated and overwhelmed to even take

that first step. Earth Repair is a series of first steps. It’s the low-hanging fruits of grassroots

bioremediation. The stuff you can do without making too much of a mess or taking on too much

risk, that can serve as tools when all other tools are removed from your grasp. And hopefully

the thoughts, ideas, tools and stories captured within its pages will inspire you to learn more so

that you can become truly effective in whatever piece of this heavy load you decide to take on.

Look to the landscape around you and the community that holds you, and then determine what

is needed at this time and how you can fill that need as quickly and earnestly as possible. What

knowledge and what skills do we need to learn in order to do this work meaningfully and

effectively? What relationships need to be built, what mentorships need to be offered or sought

out?It might mean that some of us have to go back and relearn chemistry or soil science, or

strike up friendships with those folks who know how to do soil testing and who do professional

bioremediation work. It’s time for us to step up to that plate. To really consider how we are

going to arm ourselves with the information necessary to truly understand what we are up

against so we can be as effective as possible in the healing work we do.Patents, Trade Secrets

and the Privatization of SolutionsWhen I set out to write Earth Repair, I was completely

unaware that bioremediation solutions and species are being patented. This unsavory reality

poses challenges to the grassroots bioremediator. From what I can gather, some academics,

scientists, universities and remediation companies have patented certain bioremediation

solutions, meaning that they believe (and so does the legal system) they “own” these solutions

and the rights to use them.In the true spirit of disaster capitalism, a lot of companies and

individuals are trying to make money off destruction, and some corporations can be quite

aggressive with scooping up and patenting new clean-up technology. When it comes to using

different bioremediation tools that may be patented, professional bioremediator Robert Rawson

had the following advice: “An individual who is not commercializing something can use any

patent out there. You can go online and find the patent library and read up on different patents

and see how they did it and try it yourself. There is nothing illegal about that. What is illegal is

to take that and start making money off it.”2Some folks believe that patents mean that people

who want to use them need to either pay patent holders or ask permission, otherwise they

could likely sue you. I was told that this isn’t necessarily the case, but patents definitely warrant

further investigation. Much may depend on the type of patent involved or the possessive nature

of the patent holder.So be leery of whom you do business or share your research with. It’s

important that we all fight hard to keep bioremediation solutions and living beings in the

commons where they belong. At the end of the day, it is wrong for any individual or corporation

to say they have purchased or earned the exclusive rights to another living being or to a

lifesaving tool. At the same time, we live in a world where corporations can snap up these

tools, patent them and suppress them; so many scientists and sympathetic remediation folks

are patenting what they discover in order to retain public access.I also didn’t anticipate how my

efforts to make available the secrets, recipes and practices of the folks doing the research and

the remediation work on the ground would get blocked by the business of it all. The reality is

that remediation is a business, and some big companies are in it for maximum greediness and

profit, while other smaller companies and professional earth repair folks are in it to make a

decent living. Finding experts willing to sit down with me and let me copy their methods down

was challenging. Due to the competitive nature of the field, they don’t easily share them

because if they give out what makes them good at what they do, they are writing themselves

out of a job and their business loses its advantage. I understand that, but I wish it were not the



case as I don’t think it does any favors for community folks on the ground.Organic vs Inorganic

Contaminants (Chemicals/Compounds vs Heavy Metals/Elements)It is important to keep in

mind the difference in working with chemicals versus heavy metals in bioremediation. You need

to consider which tools in your toolbox to use, depending on what sort of contamination you

are dealing with. Organic chemicals (such as hydrocarbons and pesticides) can be broken

down or transformed while heavy metals cannot. With organic chemicals, you are aiming to

break them down or transform them into more benign substances. With heavy metals, you are

seeking to either extract them from the soil by isolating and sequestering them so that they can

be concentrated in one spot or removed from the site for safe disposal, or to bind them in the

soil so that they become less able to be taken up by plants or moved into the water table. You

cannot break down or transform a heavy metal; it will always be present, either in a different

location or in a less mobile and reactive form. In some cases, you may find yourself dealing

with both organic chemicals and heavy metals (for example different fuels and pesticides have

heavy metals in them as well as chemicals).Who Is Who in the Toxic Zoo?When it comes to

cleaning up contaminated sites, understanding what contaminants are present, how they act

and their environmental and health impacts allows us proceed as effectively as possible.

Knowing what are the major sources of these contaminants also allows us to cast backwards

and determine what may be present on a site depending on past uses and activities.To fully

understand how substances act and react is complicated. Some metals are more reactive and

move through the soil more easily when the soil pH is acidic, others when it is more basic.

Some chemicals leave the body quickly after a person or animal is exposed. Others (like the

persistent organic pollutant, DDT) may remain in fat, blood or bones for a long time. Chemical

mixtures may be more harmful than the individual chemicals. In oil spill cleanup, it is often the

deadly combination of solvents, dispersants, crude and saltwater that can cause severe health

and environmental impacts for the environment, nearby communities, clean-up workers and

volunteers. Taking a chemistry class wouldn’t be a bad idea if you are serious about dealing

with contaminants. Finding an ally who has this knowledge would be equally helpful.Please

refer to Appendix 1 for information on different heavy metals and chemicals that you could find

on sites you are working with, as well as information on what industries and activities create

them and their health impacts. It is also important to remember that there are different

standards for what constitutes acceptable and safe concentrations for each contaminant, and

these standards differ from place to place. Some health professionals believe that there are no

safe levels for certain contaminants. Due to a pretty strong chemical and industrial lobby, the

standards do not always reflect what is best for human and ecological health. When looking at

the safe levels of a contaminant, remember that it has been found by some studies that though

low levels of certain contaminants in an acute or short-term exposure will not cause adverse

impacts, those same levels with prolonged or chronic exposure might.Permission vs

ForgivenessFor folks who like to or have to stay on the right side of the law, you’ll want to find

out who owns the site you want to remediate and check in with your local city environment

office to see what hoops you need to jump through and what approvals you need to get. It will

likely involve many meetings and presentations, finding your way around liabilities and through

bylaws, regulations and other bureaucratic red tape. You may have to get an engineer or

remediation professional to approve your remediation plan. As most earth repair projects take

several years, developing a good relationship with the landowner, community and local

government helps to lay a strong foundation for collaboration, success and security. However,

going this route can also tie you up in a lot of red tape and delay your earth repair work

substantially.Many organizers and grassroots remediators who are doing the work of



transforming land from brownfields or greyfields to greenfields in communities across this

continent have to work with laws and compromise their pace and approach as a result. This is

the on-the-ground reality that no amount of idealism or fist pumping can change. It is a reality

that has allowed their projects to succeed and remain in place over time.I interviewed Mark

Lakeman, visionary architect and co-founder of the City Repair Project, which is a community

initiative best known for their creative community transformations and reclamations of public

spaces in Portland, Oregon, USA. Every year, City Repair puts on the Village Building

Convergence, which is ten days of community work parties and workshops on different sites

around Portland, transforming the fabric of the city block by block through permaculture, natural

building and placemaking projects. City Repair first started its work with a mobile community

tea house installation and then followed that up by taking over an intersection to reclaim and

transform it into a village square. They had no permits for either action, and they were definitely

not the favorite child of the city administration in the beginning. But today, you’d never know it.I

asked Mark more about how City Repair approached dealing with bureaucracy and what

allowed them to develop a more positive relationship. Lakeman explained, “The trick was to get

them to identify with our initiative. Every city and town has goals and objectives, like ‘let’s make

the streets safer, slow traffic, etc.’ Dig into the website of your municipality, find their vision

statement and then find all the language in there which relates to your initiative. Don’t just go to

them and say ‘we are going to sprinkle mushrooms on the ground here’ — they won’t

understand that. If you start with the form and they are not familiar with it, they will react and

tend to say no. So first ground the conversation in common goals. Say to them ‘there are these

five things that the municipality has identified that it wants to do, and we will accomplish all of

those things with this project.’ Then describe the method or form of how you want to undertake

it. Basically you are making a proposal and outlining the way you are going to do it. As soon as

a bureaucrat can hold a piece of paper, it all becomes real for them.”3If time is of the essence

and you are pretty convinced you will receive only opposition and delays from the government,

you may want to get all guerrilla with your earth repair, squirrelling away trash, spraying

compost tea and planting mustards and sunflowers in your wake. You may choose to proceed

without waiting for the bureaucracy to catch up because you are strong and solid with your

group and community and feel confident to deal with the government or the company when it

butts up against you. You may feel pretty empowered by what you are doing and may be in a

situation where you want to set a precedent for the fact that people have a right to do this work

— to revitalize community and Earth. If that’s the case and you have no faith or taste for

government process or recognition of corporate ownership, go for it.I’m not advocating that you

do anything illegal, but if you, your collective or community decide that you need to move

forward in a certain way because of the experiences you’ve had or the beliefs you hold, then

that’s your prerogative. Just remember that there are legal risks and health risks. If you want to

proceed without permission you will have to take them into account and also bear in mind that

potential conflict could result in the untimely end of your project.Personally, I envision a time in

the not so distant future when governments and companies will have other things to do than to

focus on who is planting what on which abandoned site, and you as a community of folks who

have to live near that site or collect water near it or need more growing space for local food will

be able to approach the situation unencumbered by bureaucracy. We aren’t there yet, but one

day we might be.In deciding how to proceed, we must question whether the bureaucratic

processes that we are being asked to follow are there to help or hinder. Do they create unjust

situations that hold the interests of elites and of industries over the health of the planet and the

well-being of the people who are directly impacted by the decisions made locally? Or are they



legitimately there for public health and safety and because experts are needed in these cases?

In the end, every situation is different, and the call is yours to make.Forward We Go!Nature has

shown us, since the beginning of time, that bacteria, fungi and plants have played their role

with true genius when it comes to disaster response, recovery, restoration and regeneration of

the planet — just on a different time scale than our modern technological world is accustomed

to. At the end of the day, we might not have all the information and assurances we need, but

let’s view that as a challenge to step up to. It’s time to get moving! Earth Repair is about doing

the best you can as creatively and safely as possible in unfortunate situations given minimal

resources and limited information.The road is made by walking, and the next few chapters are

an invitation to pick up the pace and start trying different methods out. To start experimenting in

your locality, making mistakes, unearthing brilliant new discoveries, finding our own ways

forward and being inspired by the work of others on how to make these earth repair tools ever

more applicable and accessible to our bioregions and our communities.CHAPTER 3Getting

StartedBEFORE YOU ROLL UP YOUR SLEEVES and get your hands dirty with different

bioremediation tools, there are some things you need to do first to get your site ready.1.

Organize an Earth Repair TeamMany hands make for lighter work, and many minds make for

brilliant problem solving and designs. Seek out committed and active friends and allies to form

your dream team. Keep your group open so that you have enough human power to do the

initial and maintenance work, and to avoid burnout! What expertise and knowledge is

necessary to the collective in order for it to be productive, dynamic and self-sustaining — so

that it meets the needs of its members and the ecologies it is seeking to support? Do you have

those skills yet? Who does?The whole jack-of-all-trades master of none idea won’t do you too

much good here. We need to develop into a jack-of-all-trades and master of one at the very

least. And just as nature abhors a monoculture, seek to create or engage with a team of

diverse and dynamic folks with complimentary differences when it comes to skills, so that all

niches are filled.Some of the skills you may want to master or seek in others include:

phytoremediation plant propagation and cultivation fundraising and grant writing soil science

and soil testing hydrology chemistry and contaminants permaculture design irrigation biology

and ecology microbial remediation and microbiology compost making vermicomposting

compost tea making mycoremediation mushroom cultivation water filtration and treatment

(constructed wetlands, greywater systems, floating islands, mycobales) public outreach and

community engagement/community organizing government and/or company relations

(proposal writing, lobbying) environmental regulations and law remediation regulations and

standards health and safety disaster response oil spill response alternative healing modalities

as preventative protection and medicine for chemical and toxic exposureConsider the time line

of the project and what skills will be needed at what times. Be open and ready to reach out,

learn or engage those people and skill sets when the time is right. Integrate mentorship, culture

building and skill sharing to increase the ecological and social literacy of your community. Let

each one teach one. Engaging in a culture of skill sharing and mentorship is key to the

inclusivity, growth and accessibility of an earth repair movement and provides a vibrant

alternative to more elitist and hierarchical educational and conventional remediation circles.2.

Do Your Research about Ownership and Site HistoryNot all vacant lots are contaminated, and

not all contaminated lots are vacant. How will you be sure about your site? If you aren’t working

in your own backyard or on the land of someone you know who has invited you to be there,

take the time to figure out who owns the site; this is key to being able to legally engage the site,

as well as to make sure your amazing earth repair efforts won’t get cut off by sudden popup

“landowners” who decide that they want to pave the site and put up condos. Who owns the site



is sometimes quite obvious; other times you will have to contact your local government, go

through city records to figure it out or ask the elders in your neighborhood. It’s up to you as to

whether you want to contact and engage landowners or not.You may be into more guerilla

remediation and of the mind that it is better to ask for forgiveness than permission. In some

neighborhoods that have been marginalized and neglected by their local government and

where there are exceptionally high numbers of vacant lots, you may choose to proceed without

going through the standard bureaucratic channels, as both landowner and government are

largely absent. Proceeding without permission from the authorities is one way to do it, but if

you go that route, you may encounter frustrating obstacles or brick walls later in the game from

both the site owner and the government, especially if your site is in an area of interest to

them.Another really important area of research is site history: finding out past uses on-site,

what sort of activities have taken place, what sorts of contamination those activities could have

left behind. Doing this research will give you a good idea of what contamination problems you

may be dealing with and what earth repair tools are best suited to the task.3. Do Soil and/or

Water Testing for the SiteIn order to know what contaminants you may be dealing with and

where they are on-site, you should conduct soil tests and water tests (if your situation warrants

them). Soil testing seems to be most commonly needed for urban and rural projects, but

depending on the site and future uses, water contamination may be a big issue that needs to

be addressed. Different soil tests search for different contaminants, so if you are looking only

for heavy metals or organic pollutants, let the soil testing lab know. Also, most soil testing labs

return results which are hard for non-scientists to understand, so you may either have to find

someone at a local university or government office to explain them to you or ask the lab for

explanations. Testing can be quite expensive, depending on whether or not you can get it

cheaply or for free from universities or government. If you have to approach a lab yourself, you

will end up forking out some serious cash, but this may be necessary. Testing helps you know

what you are dealing with and where it is located so you can determine the treatment methods

needed.A great idea to consider implementing in your community is to create an interactive soil

map that can be used by different grassroots remediators. Such a map would allow folks to

display the results of different soil tests conducted on different sites in your area. By sharing

that information, people won’t have to waste money testing sites that have already been tested,

and we can start building a stronger understanding of the state of the earth beneath our feet.

There is often a lot of turnover in community gardening, urban farming and guerilla

remediation, so it would be really useful to share site information through some sort of

interactive and evolving map or forum. Find more info on soil testing in Chapter 5. Also, refer to

Appendix 1 for more information on different contaminants you may encounter on-site.4.

Conduct Several Site AssessmentsVisit your site several times to get to know it and collect vital

information. Observe its patterns, the different forces that flow through it. Try to answer the

following questions: What fundamental functions have been lost on this site? List the different

functions and cycles that take place in the land base/ecosystem you are working with (be

extensive — include social ones) and then observe at what levels they are all present and

functioning. What work/interventions will bring back and reconnect these cycles? Are there

signs of bird and animal use — tracks, nests, poop? Do people like to cut through or use the

site? If so, you will need to take this into account in terms of safety during remediation and

maintenance of the site. How does water flow through the site? Does it run off? Where to?

Does it pool? Where? How does the soil look? Are there worms in it? What is the soil texture?

What is the soil pH? What plants, if any, are growing on the site? Where are these plants?

Where are there bare spots? Are there debris piles? Where and what is in them? Are they safe



to move? Are there any strange substances on-site? How does the sun move through this site?

Where is there sun, where is there shade and for how long?These are all critical pieces of

information that will allow you to come up with a more successful remediation and regeneration

plan.5. Figure Out Your Remediation Treatment PlanSo, you’ve figured out what sort of

contamination you are dealing with and you’ve taken some time to get to know your site and its

conditions. Now you need to consider how you will deal with the contamination and damage,

which grassroots remediation tools to use and in what order. Many of the grassroots

remediators I talked to recommended a multi-kingdom approach if possible. So basically find a

way to work with microbes, plants and fungi. Not necessarily at the same time, but the fact is

that they feed each other and feed into each other. Maybe you need to engage one organism

to break the big contamination down into smaller pieces, therefore allowing a different

organism to take over more efficiently. Sometimes this is the case, other times your site makes

the call for you, as it may not be suitable for all the bioremediation tools and allies. According to

Starhawk, permaculture teacher, designer and founder of Earth Activist Training, “If you have a

sunny spot, sunflowers make sense. If you have a shady backyard, you could do mushrooms.

But you are not going to be able to grow sunflowers in the shade.”1 Sometimes bacteria work

really well on a contaminant or under certain conditions, and sometimes fungi do. It all

depends. Figure out which tools and allies it makes sense to work with, depending on what

conditions you have on-site and what materials you have on hand.6. Engage Community,

Neighbors and Necessary AlliesIf your site is in a residential or publicly used area, let folks

know about what you will be doing. Ask for their input, their support and their participation.

Contact local community groups and businesses, put up posters, drop off pamphlets, surveys

or letters for neighbors, go door-to-door and host conversations with folks. Put on an info night;

organize a community design charette or brainstorming event, as well as community work

parties. The more community investment you have, the better chance that you will have extra

hands for the project, as well as political support. You may find amazing local expertise. You will

also have a better chance of the community wanting to take care of the site, protecting it from

redevelopment or vandalism. Also, take the time to contact potential allies who could help with

the project: university professors with knowledge on soils and contamination and access to

testing facilities, local supportive council members, neighborhood associations, permaculture

or gardening groups, mushroom farms and greenhouse operators are just a few folks who

could help you with expertise and material.7. Find FundingThough community scale

bioremediation and restoration are far cheaper than the more conventional industrial

approaches to site cleanup, you will still require some funding to get the job done. You will need

to purchase materials like tools, seeds, plant starts, mushroom spawn, irrigation, materials for

fencing and signage — and soil, water and plant testing. If you are jumping through

government hoops, they may require you to enlist the services of professionals to approve of

your plans or check your work. These costs can add up, so how are you going to cover it all?

Funding can come in many forms. You can write grants to different foundations or government

programs, or you can approach certain companies who may be feeling guilty and want to either

legitimately help out or at least greenwash their toxic underbelly with a sweet, down-home

community project. Students at a university can apply to student group funding sources for the

project. You can approach local businesses, faith groups or wealthy folks who’ve got a

hankering for philanthropy and community eco-revival. You can also put on fundraisers, bake

sales, concerts, go door-to-door and engage your neighborhood in gathering grassroots

funding to invest in the project. There are lots of options out there, but the point is you are

going to need some money to rock this work. How resourceful you are at getting in-kind



donations (such as seeds, plant starts, tools, irrigation, greenhouse material, rain barrels) will

reduce the amount of cash funding you need. Regardless, take the time to get enough basic

funding for the project you will be doing and consider how you will be able to cover the costs of

the project not just in its first few months, but over several years.8. Figure Out How to Get the

Materials Necessary for Earth RepairYou may be making/growing your own microbes, plants

and fungal allies, or you may be contacting a seed company, greenhouse or mushroom spawn

company. If your project requires you to make significant amounts of compost, how will you do

this? From where will you get the materials to build the most amazing, microbe-laden,

medicinal compost possible? What tools and equipment will you need to work with the land?

How will you irrigate your site? If you are engaging with phytoremediation especially, irrigation

is key; a poorly irrigated site can spell the end of all your hard work. It is worth investing in good

irrigation and a low-energy, efficient system that will keep your plants alive and thriving. Good

irrigation setups can also conserve water more than cheaper sprinklers. If you have committed

human power or a moist climate, irrigation may be less of a concern as you don’t need fancy

irrigation if you have enough hands that are willing to water using hoses, sprinklers and

watering cans. Also consider harvesting rainwater by installing rain barrels on-site if there is a

structure where clean water can be collected safely via its roof.Another way to keep your site

hydrated, especially in really dry climates, is using greywater. Greywater refers to the

wastewater collected from things like your bath, kitchen sink and laundry. It should only be

used if you are certain that all the soaps and detergents being used are biodegradable and

that no harmful chemicals are present. This water can then be directed to your site either

directly or with some filtration to water plants and trees, or it can fuel a constructed wetland.9.

Initial Site Cleanup: Getting Rid of DebrisSome sites will need physical removal of debris

before you can start biologically preparing it for micro, myco or phytoremediation. Sometimes

industry leaves behind garbage and old equipment, other times people take a vacant lot for a

dumping ground and throw all sorts of weird garbage there. Cleaning up garbage and removing

debris is a hard and not very fun part of site prep, but it’s very important. It’s also critical that

you take care with debris removal, wearing thick gloves, proper footwear, heavier pants and

clothes to make sure you don’t get cut up or get strange substances on your skin. Wearing

some sort of face mask may also be appropriate depending on the situation. If you have any

concern about strange smelling or looking liquids or solids on a site, either spilled or in barrels,

do not move them yourself. Don’t touch them and don’t inhale the odors deeply. If you can,

bring in the department of environment or appropriate regulatory agency to identify the toxins.

Then get them or the company (if they are still around) to dispose of them. You may have to

politically organize and pressure them to do it, but it is their responsibility and job, so hold them

to it.Protective Gear for Earth RepairIt is important to protect yourself to the best of your ability

from toxic chemicals and metals by reducing exposure and wearing protective gear. The

amount of protection you will need depends on the situation. Suiting up for the garden will likely

be a lighter matter than oil spill cleanup. In some situations, gloves, an apron or full length

clothing and a face mask may be enough, while others may demand rain gear, Tyvek®

coveralls, respirator, eye goggles, boots and more.MasksWhen it comes to protecting yourself

from inhaling heavy metals in the soil dust of your garden or toxic chemicals and fumes from

contaminated land or a spill, there is a range of options from cloth or paper masks to industrial-

grade respirators. A cloth or paper mask will help keep out some dust or contaminated soil

particles, but it will not prevent you from breathing in chemical fumes, as fumes can pass

through paper and cloth and leak in around the edges of a loose-fitting mask. A tight-fitting

paper mask will protect from dust or contaminated soil particles better than a loose mask. The



mask should conform to your face all the way around. A plastic dust mask will protect from dust

and contaminated soil particles better than a loose cloth or tight paper mask, but it will also not

stop you from breathing in chemical fumes. To increase your protection against toxic fumes, a

rubber respirator is the way to go. A respirator is a more solid mask with filters that may keep

you from breathing in chemical fumes. Its protection against fumes is not 100 percent, and

protection varies depending on the type of chemicals, the mask’s condition, how it is being

worn and certain environmental conditions that can cause it to clog up. If your respirator

doesn’t fit your face properly, contaminated air can leak into your respirator face piece, and you

could breathe in hazardous substances. Respirators can be hot and rather uncomfortable to

wear, but can protect you from inhaling damaging toxic fumes if properly used. If you are

working in a situation where there is serious toxicity, such as an oil spill, make sure you wear a

respirator fitted with filters for the specific chemicals there. If you are working in a less toxic

situation and don’t have a respirator or face mask, you can use a bandana or scarf. But be

advised that chemicals will stick to a wet or sweaty scarf or bandana, which makes it more

dangerous to use these than to have no mouth protection at all. If you do use a scarf or

bandana, rinse and dry it often and know that it does not offer much protection.CoveringsIf you

do not have protective gear like a Tyvek® or Tychem® suit, wear rain gear or a thick canvas or

rubber apron if you are in a more toxic situation and full-length clothing for a less toxic situation.

See Chapter 9 for more information on protective gear for oil spills. Definitely wear close toed

shoes and waterproof gloves if you can. If exposed to chemicals, wash your skin right away

with cool or warm water and soap. Avoid hot water because it opens the pores. Also wash your

hair. Change and dispose of your clothes and shoes outside of your house or place of work,

and if you are washing them or spraying them down, please do so in a properly ventilated room

or outside. If you are doing this outside, be sure to watch for runoff and position yourself

upstream/upwind of the contaminated site so that you do not spread contamination to a clean

area.10. Hit the Ground and Start Bioremediating
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Aurora, “all by organic means and as backed by the science quoted in this wonderful book. I

would love to see this book .... I am very impressed and excited by this book. The information is

wide-ranging and comprehensive, and the results in my garden have been impressive. Those

plants treated with the combination of compost and micorryzae, are literally four times the size

of the others, they stand bolt upright, have more color and a more juicy-looking appearance,

and are fast-growing. We look forward to the harvest! This book may address the topic of toxic

remediation, but in the end it really is a book about soil and plant health, sum total. The reader

will be empowered in so many ways that probably most organic farmers know nothing about. It

also is very heartening to know that we can remediate acutely toxic conditions such as oil

spills, heavy metals in the soil, use mycorrhyzae to block the toxic uptake by plants, and much

more...all by organic means and as backed by the science quoted in this wonderful book. Since

soil and water tests nation-wide show higher-than-normal levels of aluminum (Said a local

Public Health official), we all can benefit from the information. I would love to see this book in

all healthfood stores, gardening stores, after-school gardening classes/school PTA newsletters,

farmer's markets, nation-wide. Highly recommended! (PS I have zero connections, no

affiliation, no employment or other special interests at heart. My post is purely independent and

from the heart. I hope many people benefit from this book, congratulations to Leila Darwish for

writing such a helpful and informative book, quoting the top-level scientists and specialists in

the area of soil/water remediation!)”

Harvey Maltz, “good book. the write of this book really did her homework,researching all the

current and brightest minds in the field of earth repair with natural and clever techniques.If you

are interested in bio remediation,then you have found a scholarly work but not stuffy.It is a

living humorous work well presented to any reader.”

Richard Smith, “My Review. A very interesting book. Ms. Darwish makes some very good

points concerning earth repair and the dangers that could be under the soil, which gives one a

moment to pause and think about what you might be getting into. he one thing that I found

disturbing was her attitude concerning trying to work with companies and other landowners.

Yes, I agree a lot of them don't care about our land, but we shouldn't disregard all landowners

as not caring.”

j. Harris, “Four Stars. It clearly has the information I've been seeking plus other resources to

search.”

andy, “Four Stars. Good”

Alex, “Five Stars. great book!”

Colin D. Donoghue, “until then this very good book will not be usable to a significant degree ....



Once we all have our birthright to a fair share of cost/tax-free land & water then we can really

move ahead with repairing the Earth, until then this very good book will not be usable to a

significant degree (while most land is controlled/owned by the rich few). The worst

environmental damage is the result of government and corporations working destructively

together, hence we need sovereign veganic homestead communities to really begin and

sustain Earth Repair.”

clo, “Great information, but should be in textbook format.. This book assembles well-

researched and practical information that is otherwise very difficult find. Kudos to the author

who explains bio-remediation principles clearly. However, a future edition of this book would

serve readers better would the editor choose to lay out and re-organize the information in a

more classic textbook format.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 25 people have provided feedback.
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